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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to derive superior mutant clones of rodent tuber, which has been mutated by gamma ray irradiation.
Thirty clones were successfully produced from in vitro putative shoots by using 20 Gy of gamma irradiation. Morphological
selection was obtained from 30 clones and 14 genotypes were detected using randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD).
The detection of genetic changes was using 14 primers. There were 7 primers (OPB-18, OPC-05, OPD-20, OPA-02 and
OPA-09) had produced the highest number of polymorphic bands. Significant variations were observed in the genetic changes
between the control and M14 clone in the size range 100-1650 bp. The phylogenetic analysis showed that the 14 mutant
genotypes splits into 2 clusters at a coefficient of 0.67. 3 mutant genotypes with genetic distances closest to the control were
genotype M12, M15, and M16 with genetic similarity coefficient values of 0.77 (23% of genetic differences), while genotypes
with the farthest genetic distances from the control were genotype of the M14 with genetic similarity coefficient values of
0.63 (37% of genetic differences).
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INTRODUCTION
Rodent tuber plant (Typhonium flagelliforme Lodd.)
is one of the medicinal plant that is efficacious as
anticancer (Essai, 1986). Anticancer compounds
contain almost all parts of this plant, including
roots, stems, leaves and flowers. The various research
results indicated that rodent tuber is advantageous
for treating cancer such as breast cancer, intestine,
prostate gland, liver, leukemia and cervix (Hoesen,
2007; Heyne, 1987). Choon et al. (2008) showed
that rodent tuber had activity as anticancer and
induced apoptosis.
The extracts of rodent tuber have been known
to induce apoptosis in some cancer cells in vitro.
The ethanol fraction of it has been shown to
effectively inhibit the growth of breast cancer cells
T47D (Nurrochmad et al., 2011), breast cancer
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

cells MCF-7 (Putra et al., 2012), inhibit the
polyphylation of human T4-lymphoblastoid cancer
cells (Mohan et al., 2008; Mohan et al., 2010).
There are many chemical compounds found in
the roder tuber plant, thus, very potential to be
developed as one of the sources of herbal medicine
to treat people whom has cancer diseases.
Development of rodent tuber plant for anticancer
drugs of bioactive compounds from accessions were
low. Due to the multiplication of rodent tuber
through vegetatively with the separation of the
saplings (Essai, 1986).
Increasing the bioactive compounds from rodent
tuber can be done by induction of mutation in cell
population (callus) using gamma irradiation. This
study has been conducted since 2011. It has been
successfully done for induction, multiplication and
acclimatization through organogenesis (Sianipar et
al., 2015). Afterwards, the putative shoot (plantlet)
irradiated with gamma rays results in morphological
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changes in vitro (Sianipar et al., 2013). Several
times, they were planted in the green house to
acquire the seventh generation and they were
detected genetic changing by RAPD. The 30 clones
were selected from 14 mutant genotypes and
analyzed their genetic variations which had a
higher bioactive compound than their counterparts
based on the results of gas chromatography mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis. In order to obtain
mutant clones that are superior and different from
the mother plant, the genetic relationship from the
mutant clones was analyzed using molecular markers
as well as RAPD.
The genetic variations can occur due to genetic
changes at the level of DNA, genes or chromosomes
during the culture (Pelloquin, 1981). Genetic
variation that occurs within tissue culture is caused
by the doubling of the chromosome number (fusion,
endomitosis), changes in chromosomal structure,
gene changes and cytoplasmic changes (Griffith
et al., 1993; Kumar, 1995). Gamma irradiation can
be used for mutation induction (Ahloowalia et al.,
2004). Gamma rays can also affect the physiological
and biochemical changes in mutants because
gamma rays contain a certain amount of kinetic
energy that shown chromosome structure changes
in the plants (Datta et al., 2011). According to
Lamseejan et al. (2000), LD 50 was obtained on
the chrysalis purple clone at 14 Gy.
Molecular detection using RAPD is one of the
methods that can be used to determine genetic
mutant variation. RAPD is a method of genomic
DNA analysis through the pattern of DNA bands
produced after the genome is amplified using a
single primer. This method is based on polymerase
chain reaction or known as PCR (Polymerase Chain
Reaction) by using high temperature resistant DNA
polymerase (McClelland, 1994). The RAPD-PCR
method is a combination of PCR techniques using
primers with random sequences for amplification of
random loci from the genome (Rafalski et al., 1991).
This method has advantages in the simplicity of
the technique and its rapid processing (Hu & Quiros,
1991), therefore, RAPD is feasible to be used in an
analysis that uses a considerable sample size and is
utilized in plant breeding (Rafalski et al., 1991). The
genetic relationships analysis can be determined
by genetic similarity among the individuals.
The purpose of this study was to detect genetic
changes from rodent tuber plants that have been
irradiated by gamma rays and to discover the genetic
variations and the relationships between the mutant
genotypes of rodent tuber using RAPD markers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Place and time of the study
The study was conducted in the greenhouse
and the laboratory of molecular biology, Center for
Research and Development of Biotechnology and
Genetic Resources of Agriculture, Bogor. The study
was held from January to December 2016.
Tools and materials
Rodent tuber plants were used the control
and the 14 mutant genotypes with the seventh
generation (MV7) accession Pekalongan produced
by gamma ray irradiation. The samples was taken
from the leaves part of the rodent tuber plant.
MV7 was generated through the treatment of
mutation induction using gamma ray irradiation
and somaclonal variability. The 14 selected
genotypes detected were obtained from 20 Gy of
gamma irradiation (Sianipar et al., 2013).
Detection of Genetic Changes of RAPD Molecular
Markers
Isolation of DNA
DNA sample was isolated from the leaves of
putative mutants and the control using Doyle and
Doyle (1987) methods by modifying some components in the initial process of DNA extraction. A
total of 2.5 g of each sample inserted into a cooled
mortar and added 0.1% PVP and crushed by adding
liquid nitrogen to fine powder. The powder poured
into an Eppendorf tube containing 2 mL of extraction
buffer [CTAB 10% b/v]; EDTA 0.5M pH 8.0; Tris
HCl 1M pH 8.0; NaCl 5M] 10 μL mercaptoethanol
1% (b/v).
Sample was strongly shaken using a vortex,
heated 20 min at 60°C, then cooled in the room
temperature and added 750 μL of chloroform
solution: isoamic alcohol (24:1) and homogenized
with vortex. Then sample was centrifuged for 10 min
at 11,000 rpm. Supernatant was added with 1 mL of
chloroform solution: isoamethalcohol (24:1) and
centrifuged for 10 min at 11000 rpm. Afterwards,
supernatant was added 750 μL cold isopropanol,
shaked gently to homogeneous and stored in -20°C
overnight, then centrifuged for 10 min at 11 000
rpm. DNA precipitate was dried in vacuum condition
for 1 hr. Dried DNA sample was solubilized in 200
μL of buffer TE (Tris-HCl 1M pH 8.0; EDTA 0.5M
pH 8.0). To remove the RNA, 200 μL the DNA
solution was added 20 μL RNase (10 mg/mL) and
the composite was incubated for 1 hr at 37°C, then
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incubated in the refrigerator (4°C) overnight. DNA
solution was stored at -20°C.
Test the quality and quantity of DNA
The 1% agarose gel was prepared by dissolving
0.4 g of agarose in 40 mL of TAE 1x buffer (Tris
base, glacial acetic acid, 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0). The
gel was put into a tub of electrophoresis that has
been filled TAE 1x solution until submerged. The
DNA samples were inserted into the gel well and
electrically sprung for approximately 1 hr at a
voltage of 60 V. Furthermore, the gel documentation
was performed by Kodak Gel Logic program. The
thickness of the DNA band shows the quantity of
DNA samples compared to the thickness of the
known lambda DNA bands. The quality of DNA was
determined based on the integrity of the DNA band
thick white colored without a smear band.
RAPD Analysis Method
PCR analysis was used 14 primers with 10-mer
sizes. The composition of the PCR reaction is
presented in Table 1. The amplification reaction was
carried out using a Thermal Cycler Gene PCR (ABI
9700) device with a thermal cycle of 45 times with
the following steps: for 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at
36°C, 2 min at 72°C and 4 min at 72°C, after
reaching 45 cycles there is an extention time stages
for 4 min at fixed temperature of 72°C. The PCR
product can be fractionated using 1.4% agarose gel
(b/v) in TAE 1X 40 mL solution. Electrophoresis
was run at 75 volts for 1.5 hr. The results of
electrophoresis were documented using Kodak
Logic dott program.
Data analysis was performed by using a scoring
method of DNA band which appeared on agarose
electrophoresis gel results of 1.5%. The visible
bands on the visualization result are considered as
one allele. DNA bands that have the same migration
rates are regarded as the same locus. At the same
migration rate, for each visible band is given a score
of 1, the invisible band has scored 0, while the
sample that did not produce the amplicon has
scored 0 and is considered missing data, the results
of the tape scores is binary data. To facilitate the

positioning of ribbons, scoring activities are assisted
with Gel Analyzer software. The scoring results
were analyzed using Sequential Agglomerative
Hierarchial and Nested (SAHN)-UPGMA (Unweighted
Pair-Group Method with Arithmetic NTSYSpc
version 2.01 program (Rohlf, 2000). The results are
presented in the form of dendrogram and matrix of
genetic similarity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Genetic changes detection using RAPD
Results of genetic variation analysis using
RAPD from 14 primers has 96 bands and 68
polymorphic bands are presented in Table 2. The
least number of bands was obtained using OPA 02
and OPE 3 primer, which has 4 bands with 2
polymorphic bands. The most widely produced
bands of OPD-20 primer was 10 bands with 9
polymorphic bands as it was shown in Table 2,
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
14 primers were produced a genetic change in
the size of the band patterns between 100 bp to
5000 bp. The profile band was occurring in
OPB-18 primers which indicated 11 bands and 6
polymorphic bands. The OPB-18 primer is shown
that the polymorphic band pattern is present in the
size of 100-5000 bp. The differences of polymorphic
band are clearly shown between the control (K) and
M2 mutant plants in the size range 650-5000 bp
and M14 around 100-1650 bp (Figure 2). Genetic
changes are occurring due to a combination of
gamma irradiation and somaclonal variation in
plantlets.
Gamma rays irradiation can cause chromosomal
changes in plants (Datta et al., 2011) and may also
increase the bioactive compounds in rodent tuber
mutants by GC-MS analysis (Sianipar et al., 2016a;
Sianipar et al., 2016b). According to Busey (1980)
the stolon of Stenotaphrum secundatum ((Walt.)
Kuntze) which is irradiated by gamma rays with a
dose of 4.5 krad (45 Gy) was produced mutant plants
about 7%. Additionally, the induction experiments
with gamma-ray mutations in Thai tulip (Curcuma

Table 1. Composition of PCR reagents with RAPD primers
Reagents
DNA Template (5 ng/µL)
dNTP (10 mm)
PCR Buffer (10X) + MgCl2 (promega)
Primer (10 pmol/µL)
Taq Polymerase (5U/µL)
ddH2O
Total

3

Concentration

Final volume (µL) 1X

0.2 mm
1x
10 pmol
1U

5.0
0,2
2.5
1.0
0.2
16.1
25.0
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Table 2. Number of DNA bands produced using RAPD marker with 14 primers
Primer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

OPA-02
OPA-03
OPA-09
OPA-14
OPB-18
OPC-05
OPC-08
OPC-11
OPC-14
OPD-08
OPD-10
OPD-20
OPE-03
OPE-07

Sequence

Total bands

Polymorphic bands

Size (bp)

5’-TGCCGAGCTG-3’
5’-AGTCAGCCAC-3’
5’-GGGTAACGCC-3’
5’-TCTGTGCTGG-3’
5’-CCACAGCAGT-3’
5’-GATGACCGCC-3’
5’-TGGACCGGTG-3’
5’-AAAGCTGCGG-3’
5’-TGCGTGCTTG-3’
5’-GTGTGCCCCA-3’
5’-GGTCTACACC-3’
5’-ACCCGGTCAC-3’
5’-CCAGATGCAC-3’
5’-AGATGCAGCC-3’

4
7
7
6
11
7
10
8
3
7
5
10
4
7

2
7
7
5
6
6
5
7
3
3
3
9
2
3

200-850
300-5000
200-1650
100-2000
100-5000
300-5000
300-2000
100-5000
500-1650
200-5000
200-2000
200-5000
100-5000
200-1650

Total

96

68

Fig. 1. RAPD profile band with OPB-18 primer. (M) Marker; (K) Control; (M2) 20-1-2-1-2-2; (M3) 20-1-1-32-4; (M5) 20-1-2-2-3; (M6.2) 20-1-2-1-2-6; (M7) 20-1-2-2-4-3; (M8) 20-1-1-2-2-3; (M10) 20-1-3-4-4-8; (M12)
20-1-2-2-1-3; (M14) 20-1-2-2-4-3; (M15) 20-1-1-3; (M16) 20-1-2-4-5; (M21) 20-1-2-4-4; (M23) 20-4-2-1-11; (M24) 20-1-3-4-4-9.

alismatifolia) the dose of LD50 was detected about
25 Gy. There are changes in the growth of flowers,
chlorophyll mutations and plant morphology
alteration of producing some mutants (Abdullah
et al., 2009). Banerji and Datta (1992) found the
optimum dosage of gamma rays to produce the most
preferred chrysanthemum mutant plant (30% of the
plant population) was 25 Gy.

Somaclonal variation is defined as genetic
and phenotypic variation between clonal plant
propagation derived from a single clone source
(Kaeppler et al., 1998; Olhoft & Phillips, 1999).
According to Karp (1995), the factors are affecting
the somaclonal variation between the growth rate of
meristematic tissues which is used as a source of
explant are the genetic constitution of cultured or
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Fig. 2. The dendrogram of NTSYS 15 genotypes rodent tuber mutants based on RAPD marker.

explant tissue sources and the selection of plant
growth regulator concentrations. In addition, the
substantial factor is done subculture during the
doubling of embryo somatic cells and the callus
maintenance phase also influences the formation of
somaclonal variation.
The 14 mutant clones were irradiated by gamma
ray and analyzed by RAPD generate a polymorphic
band pattern that can distinguish between control
plants and mutant plants. The alteration in the
expression of a character is caused by genetic
changes. Genetic changes can occur due to
transformation in chromosome sets, chromosome
numbers, chromosome structures or genes. The
expressions of these characters can be at the
morphological, physiological and biochemical
levels (Griffith et al., 1993).
Grattapaglia et al. (1992) defines that the
number of polymorphic bands describes the state
of the plant genome, while the difference in the
number and polymorphism bands produced by
each primer illustrates the complexity of the plant
genome. The primers that produced the most
polymorphic bands were OPA-09, OPA-02, OPB-18,
OPD-20 and OPC-05. Phillips et al. (1990) suggests
that plant regenerates from callus and relatively
undifferentiated causing the possibility of enormous
genetic changes. These changes include changes in
chromosome regulation and mutation of a single
recessive single gene, DNA methylation and
repeated point mutation phenomena that are usually
referred to as regulatory errors affecting premeiotics.
Various types of mutations associated with tissue
culture are responsible factors in various phenotypic
changes.

Genetic Diversity Analysis
The phylogenetic analysis showed that the 14
mutant genotypes of rodent tuber and the control
genotype used in this study split into two clusters
at a coefficient of 0.67 (Figure 2). The first cluster
consisted of 14 genotypes, while the second cluster
consisted of only one genotype, the M6.2 genotype.
Furthermore, the first cluster is subdivided into two
subclusters of IA subcluster and IB subcluster. IA
subcluster consists of 7 clones, including control
while IB subcluster also consists of 7 genotypes.
Based on the matrix of genetic similarity, there are
two genotypes that have the closest relationship of
the M12 and M15 genotypes in IA subcluster and
M7 genotype in IB subcluster, each with a genetic
equivalence coefficient value of 0.88, it means the
genetic differences between the two pairs of
genotype is only equal to 12% (Table 2).
Based on the matrix of genetic similarity
(Table 3), there are 3 genotypes that have the
closest genetic distance to the control (K) i.e. M12,
M15, and M16 genotypes with the value of genetic
equality coefficient of 0.77. This value means that
the genotypes have a difference of 23% with the
control genotype (K), while the genotype with the
genetic distance furthest from the control (K) is
the M14 genotype with the genetic similarity
coefficient value of 0.63. The M14 genotype showed
success in the mutation process because of the
similarity with the control genotype that has
diminished. If the mutation is positive and produces
rodent tuber mutant plant with a better character
than the control, the genotype is potential to be
released and developed as new varieties of rodent
tuber.
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Table 3. Genetic similarity matrix of 15 genotypes of rodent tuber mutant based on RAPD marker
Sample

K

M2

M3

M5

M6.2

M7

M8

M10

M12

M14

M15

M16

M21

M23

M24

K
M2
M3
M5
M6.2
M7
M8
M10
M12
M14
M15
M16
M21
M23
M24

1
0.68
0.7
0.7
0.68
0.71
0.73
0.76
0.77
0.63
0.77
0.77
0.73
0.69
0.72

1
0.77
0.63
0.64
0.73
0.69
0.61
0.63
0.73
0.61
0.65
0.65
0.62
0.68

1
0.63
0.61
0.78
0.77
0.69
0.65
0.75
0.68
0.63
0.74
0.66
0.6

1
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.8

1
0.7
0.72
0.72
0.66
0.64
0.66
0.68
0.68
0.66
0.7

1
0.88
0.75
0.68
0.78
0.74
0.71
0.77
0.68
0.66

1
0.78
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.73
0.82
0.71
0.7

1
0.84
0.66
0.87
0.76
0.79
0.71
0.76

1
0.63
0.88
0.83
0.75
0.73
0.81

1
0.66
0.63
0.74
0.74
0.62

1
0.81
0.78
0.75
0.81

1
0.75
0.78
0.8

1
0.77
0.7

1
0.73

1

The results of the genetic relationship analysis
of 14 mutant genotypes of rodent tuber using RAPDPCR approach showed the existence of genetic
distance and genetic variation. The results showed
that there has been a DNA mutation in mutant
genotypes caused by gamma irradiation treatment
given on rodent tuber callus and occurrence of
somaclonal variation during in vitro culture period.
Gamma irradiation ionizes the cellular atom
which it can damage the DNA base and make it
mismatched. Irradiation can also alter the structure
of chromosomes through deletion, inversion,
duplication, and translocation. DNA changes may
eventually increase phenotypic variation, one of
which is planted morphology (van Harten, 1998).
In addition to gamma irradiation, somaclonal
variation may also cause genetic differences or
genetic variations as reflected by the morphological
differentiation between the plant clones. According
to van Harten (1998), somaclonal variation is the
result of the irregularity of cell division by mitosis
that occurs during the process of plant regeneration
in vitro. Genetic variation due to somaclonal
variation can be caused by doubling the number
of chromosomes (fusion, endomitosis), changes
in chromosome structure, gene changes, and
cytoplasmic changes (Griffith et al., 1993; Kumar,
1995).
Genetic differences among the mutant genotypes are due to these genotypes originated from
different cells. Mutations caused by gamma
irradiation and somaclonal variability are random,
each cell can express a genetic mutation with a
different pattern (Surya & Soeranto, 2006; Pillay &
Tenkouano, 2011). The differences in DNA gene
sequencing can produce proteins and enzymes with
different structures, functions, and expression

patterns, thus enhancing the plant morphology
could be vary (Karp, 2008). Random changes to the
genome due to gamma irradiation also occurred in
coconut mutants (Rohani et al., 2012).

CONCLUSION
Molecular detection was detected the genetic
changes in rodent tuber mutant plants. RAPD
analysis using 14 primers had detected the genetic
changes in the size range 100-5000 bp. Significant
variations were observed in the genetic changes
between the control and M14 clone in the size range
100-1650 bp with primer OPB-18. The genetic
relationship analysis with RAPD marker has been
shown on 14 mutant genotypes using 14 primers.
The phylogenetic analysis showed that the 14
mutant genotypes split into 2 clusters at a
coefficient of 0.67. 3 mutant genotypes with genetic
distances closest to the control were genotype M12,
M15, and M16 with genetic similarity coefficient
values of 0.77 (23% of genetic differences), while
genotypes with the farthest genetic distances from
the control were genotype of the M14 with genetic
similarity coefficient values of 0.63 (37% of genetic
differences).
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